The Capstone Design Courses are taken as follows: (EECE4790 - Summer 1 and EECE4792 - Spring) OR (EECE4790 - Summer 2 and EECE4792 - Fall)

* ENGW3302 is an acceptable substitution for engineering majors.

NU Core Elective Requirements: 2 required: (one Arts Lvl 1 OR one Humanities Lvl 1) AND (one Social Science Lvl 1)

3 Required EE Fundamentals: EECE2412/2413 - Fundamentals Electronics 1 & lab AND EECE2520 - Fundamentals Linear Systems AND EECE 2530/2531 - Fundamentals Electromagnetics & lab


Technical Elective Requirements: 4 EECE technical electives: EECE2750, EECE3154, (EECE3324-EECE4340), (EECE4512-EECE4698), (EECE4991-EECE4993), (EECE5155-EECE5698), ENGR5670, GE4608

2 CS courses from the following approved list may be taken toward the EECE technical elective requirement: CS2550, (CS3200-CS3500), (CS3540-CS3800), (CS4100-CS4770), CS4850, (IS4200-IS4700)